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ABSTRACT

Expansion of agricultural lands and inherent variability of climate can influence the water cycle in the

Amazon basin, impacting numerous ecosystem services. However, these two influences do not work in-

dependently of each other. With two once-in-a-century-level droughts occurring in the Amazon in the past

decade, it is vital to understand the feedbacks that contribute to altering the water cycle. The biogeophysical

impacts of land cover change within the Amazon basin were examined under drought and pluvial conditions to

investigate how land cover and drought jointly may have enhanced or diminished recent precipitation extremes

by altering patterns and intensity. Using the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) Model coupled to the

Noah land surface model, a series of April–September simulations representing drought, normal, and pluvial

years were completed to assess how land cover change impacts precipitation and how these impacts change

under varied rainfall regimes. Evaporative sources of water vapor that precipitate across the region were de-

veloped with a quasi-isentropic back-trajectory algorithm to delineate the extent and variability that terrestrial

evaporation contributes to regional precipitation. A decrease in dry season latent heat flux and other impacts of

deforestation on surface conditions were increased by drought conditions. Coupled with increases in dry season

moisture recycling over the Amazon basin by ;7% during drought years, land cover change is capable of

reducing precipitation and increasing the amplitude of droughts in the region.

1. Introduction

Within the last 6 yr, the Amazon basin has experi-

enced two once-in-a-century-level droughts. The im-

pacts of the 2005 and 2010 droughts ranged from large

increases in fire frequency and reduced river drainage

rates to a reversal of theAmazon region froman estimated

net sink of carbon from;0.4 PgCyr21 in normal years to

a source of;1.2 PgC yr21 in 2005 and;1.8 PgCyr21 for

2010 (Phillips et al. 2009; Lewis et al. 2011). The

droughts were extensive and affected approximately 1.9

million km2 in 2005 and 3.0 million km2 in 2010 (Phillips

et al. 2009; Lewis et al. 2011). This work specifically

addresses how current levels of tropical deforestation

may have influenced recent drought severity and how

the magnitude of impacts from land cover change are

altered in drought relative to pluvial years.

Historically, major droughts in the Amazon basin

have been correlated with modes of ocean temperature
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variability, particularly the El Ni~no–Southern Oscilla-

tion (ENSO) and Atlantic multidecadal oscillation

(AMO). Droughts in the Amazon are typically associ-

ated with positive ENSO conditions in the Pacific Ocean

(Grimm et al. 1998; Marengo 2004; Marengo et al. 2008;

Yoon and Zeng 2010). However, the 2005 and 2010

droughts appear to have been driven primarily by record

high sea surface temperature in the tropical North At-

lantic (Marengo et al. 2011). Additionally, several studies

have suggested that the Amazon basin is at particular

risk of increased variability in rainfall regimes when

confronted with the prospect of changing ocean temper-

atures from anthropogenic greenhouse gas emissions

(Malhi et al. 2008; Grimm 2010).

Within the Amazon basin, there are distinct wet and

dry seasons associated with the movement of the in-

tertropical convergence zone and the establishment of

the SouthAmericanmonsoon system (Nobre et al. 2009).

In the southern Amazon, the dry season generally spans

the July–September (JAS) months and the wet season

occurs from January to March, although these dates are

subject to some spatial and interannual variability, with

the portion of the Amazon north of the equator having

opposite seasonality (Fisch et al. 2004). During the wet

season, climatological precipitation rates over the southern

Amazon are;300mmmonth21, while in the dry season

the mean precipitation rate drops to ;50mm month21,

with most of themoisture in the southernAmazon being

supplied by intermittent weather systems (Fisch et al.

2004). As a result of this difference in precipitation, the

impacts of droughts are most severe during the austral

winter months, with both the frequency of late dry sea-

son precipitation and the magnitude of water deficit

during this period contributing to the severity of the

drought (Medvigy et al. 2011).

Accompanying interannual changes from sea surface

variability and future climate change are the impacts of

land cover change in the Amazon basin. As of 2003,

approximately 15% of the Brazilian rain forest had been

converted to a managed landscape (Soares-Filho et al.

2006; Alves et al. 2009). Much of this conversion of

natural vegetation occurred on the southeastern edge of

the rain forest, along the Mato Grosso border in an arc

of rain forest deforestation. The arc of deforestation

remains one of the most active regions in the world for

the conversion of natural landscapes to managed sys-

tems, primarily for use as cattle pasture or soybean

crops (Morton et al. 2006). In addition to altering a host

of ecosystem services (Foley et al. 2007), there is ex-

tensive evidence that the conversion of tropical rain

forest to pasture or cropland alters the hydrological

cycle over a range of scales (Sahin and Hall 1996;

Baidya Roy and Avissar 2002; Costa and Cardille 2003;

D’Almeida et al. 2007; Costa and Pires 2010; Lee and

Berbery 2012).

The impacts of tropical deforestation on the hydro-

logical cycle are locally forced as high biomass trees with

extensive root networks capable of accessing deep res-

ervoirs of soil moisture are replaced with pasture or

cropland. The biogeophysical impacts of this conversion

on the surface energy balance includes a large reduction

in latent heat flux, a small reduction in net radiation, and

a moderate increase in sensible heat flux and surface

energy storage (Gash and Nobre 1997; Fisch et al. 2004).

This shift in the surface energy balance alters the at-

mospheric boundary layer, which can then influence

regional or potentially global circulation and hydrology

depending on the scale of the deforestation (Baidya Roy

and Avissar 2002; Snyder et al. 2004; D’Almeida et al.

2007; Snyder 2010; Bagley et al. 2011). Additionally,

surface runoff increases to balance the excess moisture,

altering river flow (Costa and Cardille 2003; Coe et al.

2011).

Currently no scientific consensus exists on the re-

gional impacts of deforestation on precipitation in the

Amazon basin or on the response of vegetation to al-

tered rainfall regimes within the region. Recent studies

using satellite observations have been inconclusive on

the vegetative response to drought in the region, with

some suggesting ‘‘greening-up’’ of the Amazon due to

reduced cloud cover under drought conditions (Huete

et al. 2006; Saleska et al. 2007) and others refuting that

claim (Brando et al. 2010; Xu et al. 2011). Meanwhile,

modeling studies of the impacts of deforestation on

precipitation have produced partially incongruent results,

depending on both the scale of modeled deforestation

and the resolution of the computationalmodel (D’Almeida

et al. 2007). In general, these studies have been carried

out over either multiyear time scales with single column

models or low-resolution general circulation models or

short time scales (on the order of 1 week) with high-

resolution mesoscale models (D’Almeida et al. 2007).

Only a few seasonal-to-yearly time-scale, high-resolution

modeling studies have been published (Walker et al.

2009; Medvigy et al. 2011; Lee and Berbery 2012).

In this study, we investigated the recent impact of

drought and deforestation on the Amazon basin during

the dry season using a state-of-the-art, high-resolution

mesoscale model on a seasonal time scale. Specifically,

we selected 6 yr between 2003 and 2010 that represented

drought, normal, and pluvial precipitation regimes in the

Amazon basin and modeled the impact that currently

observed deforestation has on the surface energy bal-

ance, meteorological state, and precipitation in the re-

gion. We used quasi-isentropic back-trajectory analysis

of water vapor based on the analysis of Brubaker et al.
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(2001) and Harding and Snyder (2012) to determine

where moisture evapotranspired from deforested re-

gions fell as precipitation and how the magnitude and

pattern of this moisture changes with deforestation and

natural variability. In this study we specifically address

two questions: 1) Have current levels of tropical defor-

estation altered the severity and spatial distribution of

recent severe droughts? and 2) How does the magnitude

of recycled moisture in the southern Amazon basin

change during years of extreme drought relative to

pluvial years and how does deforestation impact mois-

ture recycling?

2. Methods

a. Mesoscale model description, simulation
parameters, and experimental design

The Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF)

Model (version 3.2) coupled to the Noah land surface

model was used to simulate the impacts of land cover

change and varied rainfall regimes on the surface cli-

mate and regional hydrology for 6 yr between 2003 and

2010 (Skamarock et al. 2008). For each of the years 2003,

2004, 2005, 2007, 2009, and 2010, we conducted two

simulations of the coupled WRF-Noah model. These

years were selected based on a review of the literature,

with 2005 and 2010 as extreme drought years, 2004 and

2009 as pluvial years, and 2003 and 2007 experienced

normal conditions (Lewis et al. 2011; Marengo et al.

2011; Saatchi et al. 2012). Using vegetation and land use

datasets described in section 2c, vegetation in the first

simulation was set to potential vegetation over the Am-

azon basin. In the second simulation, potential vegetation

was converted to pasture in regions where managed

landscapes now comprise the dominant form of vege-

tation and a crop–forest mix in intermediate regions.

TheWRFModel is a nonhydrostatic mesoscale model

that has been implemented to fulfill both research and

operational needs and has been coupled to the Noah

model for land surface simulation. We applied the

model with a 20 km 3 20 km horizontal resolution over

the Amazon basin and northern South America as

shown in Fig. 1 (red box), with a 60-s time step and hourly

output. Each model run was initialized on 15 March of

a given year and run through 1 October to capture the

months preceding and during the southern Amazon’s dry

season. By ending on 1 October, we reduced impacts of

changes in dry season length due to deforestation that

have been tested in other studies (e.g., Costa and Pires

2010) in order to focus on the direct changes to precip-

itation trajectories and moisture recycling effects. The

first 15 days of the simulations were not used in the

analysis to allow for model spin up. Initial and boundary

conditions for meteorological, soil, surface, and sea sur-

face temperature variables were provided from the Na-

tional Centers for Environmental Prediction–U.S.

Department of Energy (NCEP–DOE) Reanalysis 2 at

T62 resolution every 6 hours (Kanamitsu et al. 2002).

Within the WRF framework, we applied a series of

parameterizations to simulate cumulus, surface, radiative,

and boundary layer processes. To simulate microphysics,

FIG. 1. The combined fractional land use for cropland and pastureland within the Amazon

rain forest as defined by the potential vegetation dataset from Ramankutty and Foley (1999).

The red box indicates the computational domain for theWRF-Noah simulations. Also shown is

the region used for recycling calculations (green box). The starred location indicates the lo-

cation of the paired ABRACOS–RBLE site used for surface flux comparison.
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we used the WRF single-moment 6-class scheme, which

includes parameterizations for ice, snow, and graupel

and is suitable for high-resolutionmodeling experiments

(Hong and Lim 2006). Longwave radiation was simu-

lated with the Rapid Radiative Transfer Model and

shortwave radiation used the Dudhia scheme. The surface

layer used similarity functions with the fifth-generation

Pennsylvania State University–National Center for At-

mospheric Research Mesoscale Model (MM5) scheme,

and the boundary layer was parameterized with a non-

local K scheme and explicit entrainment. Finally, the

Kain–Fritsch scheme was used for our cumulus param-

eterization (Skamarock et al. 2008).

The Noah land surface model includes four soil layers

that are 10, 30, 60, and 100 cm thick, for a total of 2m of

simulated soil. The coupled model also has a canopy

layer and, when applicable, a snow layer. Vegetation

and soil parameters were set using the 20-category, 30-

arc-s Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer

(MODIS) land use dataset (Friedl et al. 2002). Soil

moisture was initialized from two-layer NCEP–DOE

Reanalysis 2 moisture fields. This introduces some un-

certainty in modeling changes due to deforestation as

differences between surface vegetation could lead to

changes in soil moisture storage (Hong et al. 2009). To

calculate latent heat flux from different vegetation types,

Noah calculated the sum of fluxes from ground and veg-

etation evaporation and transpiration, as well as sub-

limation from snowpack when applicable (Chen and

Dudhia 2001; Hong et al. 2009). Precipitation can be

intercepted and stored on the vegetative layer, but sur-

face moisture that is not absorbed by the soil is lost as

runoff. This lack of puddling may introduce small biases

into the surface energy budget. These moisture fluxes

were calculated through linear methods and depended

on parameters based on the MODIS vegetation and soil

type.

b. Determination of drought extent and magnitude

We used a combination of simulated volumetric soil

moisture estimates and maximum climatological water

deficit (MCWD; Arag~ao et al. 2007) as measures of

historical and simulated drought extent and magnitude

in the Amazon basin. Specifically, we estimatedMCWD

that occurred over the simulated time period (April–

September)within theAmazon basin south of the equator.

We chose 08 latitude as a cutoff for this calculation for two

reasons. First, as shown in Fig. 1, the majority of de-

forestation is located in the arc of deforestation south of

08, so we wanted to focus on drought in regions most

likely to be impacted by land cover change. Second,

north of 08 the seasonal pattern of precipitation changes

such that April–September is no longer the dry season.

As a result, the April–September precipitation in-

creases, which tends tominimizeMCWDnorth of 08 and
cause spuriously extreme values when normalized be-

cause of low variance. This measure of drought intensity

assumes a constant evapotranspiration (ET) rate of

100mm month21 over the tropical rain forest, which

was based on in situ observations taken from various

locations around the Amazon rain forest. Further, we

assumed that when the rate of precipitation is below

100mmmonth21 for a given grid point, vegetation in that

grid point begins to be stressed and is in a state of water

deficit. If that state persists, the water deficit increases

until the precipitation rate rises above 100mm month21,

at which point the water deficit diminishes. Following

Arag~ao et al. (2007), we formally calculated the water

deficit (WD) at a given grid point (i) at time t as

WDt21(i)5min[0,WDt21(i)2E1Pt(i)] , (1)

where E is the assumed rate of ET (5100mmmonth21)

and P (mm month21) is the rate of precipitation. The

MCWD was the most negative value that the water

deficit incurred over the April–September time period.

The MCWD was then normalized across the simulation

years. We calculated observed MCWD using satellite

data from the Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission

(TRMM), which was designed to monitor and evaluate

tropical rainfall magnitude and frequency (NASA

2006). This monthly mean data was available at 0.258 3
0.258 resolution from 1998–2011. It should be noted that

it has been suggested that this dataset tends to under-

estimate extreme drought impacts in the Amazon

(Arag~ao et al. 2007).

c. Land cover change datasets

To estimate the extent of land cover change and de-

forestation in the Amazon basin, we used 5-min spatial

resolution data from Ramankutty et al. (2008) de-

scribing the composite fractional area of all croplands

and pasturelands for the year 2007 and the potential

vegetation dataset described in Ramankutty and Foley

(1999) to determine the potential extent of the Amazon

rain forest in the absence of anthropogenic influences.

By comparing the potential extent of the rain forest to

the observed cropland and pastureland, we estimated

the fractional extent of tropical rain forest that had been

converted to cropland and pasture (Fig. 1). Where the

fractional extent of crop and pasture was found to have

become the dominant (.0.5) land type, we forced the

vegetative state of our model to be represented by

pasture for the deforestation scenario. Where the frac-

tional land use extent was greater than 0.05 but less than

0.5, the vegetation was converted to a crop–forest mix.
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Finally, in the small number of regions at the rain for-

est’s edge, where the model’s default rain forest extent

differed from the potential vegetation dataset, the land

type was converted to tropical rain forest to maintain

consistency. This process neglected the extensive small-

scale changes and selective logging that are currently

widespread in the Amazon basin, as these changes are

not accounted for in the pasture and cropland data of

Ramankutty et al. (2008) (Alves et al. 2009).

To test our coupled mesoscale model’s surface flux

and boundary layer responses to land cover change,

we used flux and boundary layer height data from the

Anglo-Brazilian Amazonian Climate Observations Study

(ABRACOS) and Rondonia Boundary Layer Experi-

ment (RBLE). Concurrent observations at two sites

were taken in close proximity to test the impacts of

land use change on surface fluxes and the atmospheric

boundary layer. This first site was located at 10850S,
618550W in an undisturbed tropical forest surrounded by

a 95%undisturbed forest. The second site was located at

108450S, 628210W on a cattle ranch (Fig. 1). During the

RBLE, radiosondes were launched at standard times

during intensive study periods throughout the 1991–94

dry seasons to observe changes in boundary layer con-

ditions due to differences in land cover (Culf et al. 1996;

Gash and Nobre 1997; Fisch et al. 2004; von Randow

et al. 2004). To assess the ability of WRF-Noah to sim-

ulate changes in surface energy balance and boundary

layer height associated with deforestation, the averages

of these observations were compared to the mean sim-

ulated impacts from deforestation in the six study years

described in section 2a.

d. Back-trajectory and recycling calculations

Using Lagrangian quasi-isentropic back-trajectory

(QIBT) analysis described in Brubaker et al. (2001) and

extended in Dirmeyer and Brubaker (2007), we identi-

fied the evaporative source (where moisture that pre-

cipitates out of the atmosphere last evaporated off

Earth’s surface) and precipitative sink (where moisture

that evaporated from a given regions falls as precip-

itation). Comparing dry season spatial patterns of

evaporative source and precipitative sink across model

runs, we analyzed how the patterns changed under

natural variability and deforestation. QIBT was per-

formed on 10-min time steps of linearly interpolated

hourly WRF output for the dry season of each model

run. First, we calculated the total precipitation for every

grid cell in our domain for the 18 pentads from 2 July to

30 September. Next, for each cell where precipitation

occurred, 100 parcels were initialized at times when pre-

cipitation occurred throughout the pentad. As such, each

parcel represented 1/100 of the total pentad precipitation.

The initial height and locations of these parcels within

a grid cell ‘‘i’’ were quasi random, and each parcel was

tracked backward in time and space along isentropic

lines. As the parcel passed over a neighboring grid cell

‘‘j,’’ a fraction of the precipitation represented by the

parcel was attributed to ET at grid cell j equal to the ET

of the grid cell divided by the total column precipitable

water. Combined with other parcels that passed over

grid cell j, this represented the evaporative source of grid

cell i at grid cell j (Dirmeyer and Brubaker 2007;

Harding and Snyder 2012). Iterating this process back-

ward in time, the evaporative source was continually

calculated for each grid cell the parcel passed over until

all the precipitation was accounted for, 7 days had

passed, or the parcel reached the edge of the domain.

The evaporative source information stored within the

parcel was then aggregated with the 99 other parcels for

grid cell i to determine the pattern of where precip-

itation from grid cell i last evaporated off Earth’s surface.

Because the backward trajectories link precipitation over

one grid cell to ET in other grid cells upstream, this

technique can also be used to create forward trajectories,

yielding the precipitation field that results from ET over

each grid cell. The major assumption in this process was

that ETof a given grid cell was wellmixed throughout the

air column.

By aggregating the QIBT analysis over a given time

period and region, we calculated precipitation recycling

ratios (R), which are defined as the fraction of rainfall

over a given region that last evaporated from the region

itself. We calculated this measure for a subregion of our

domain (green box in Fig. 1). To calculate the recycling

ratio, we began by summing the evaporative source

pattern for all the grid cells within our subregion. Next,

the evaporative source that originated outside the sub-

region itself was removed. The remaining evaporative

source represented the precipitation of recycled origin

(Prec). Finally, we divided this by the total precipitation

of the subregion (Ptot) to find the recycling ratio:

R5
Prec

Ptot

. (2)

Recycling ratios are important measures of the mag-

nitude of land–atmosphere coupling in the atmospheric

branch of the hydrological cycle for a given region

(Brubaker et al. 1993; Dirmeyer et al. 2009; van der Ent

et al. 2010; Bagley et al. 2012). A major advantage of

using QIBT to determine recycling ratios over analytical

methods is that it removes the reliance on time-averaged

hydrological variables that may not be representative

of short-duration precipitation events (Brubaker et al.

2001).
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3. Results

a. Observed and simulated precipitation regimes

To validate that WRF-Noah was reproducing the

observed drought variability and mean rainfall over our

domain for the April–September simulation period, we

compared the precipitation fields for the natural vege-

tation runs averaged across the six simulation years to

mean TRMMfields across the same time period (Fig. 2).

We found that WRF-Noah was able to reproduce the

change in precipitation patterns that occurs between

the austral fall months of April–June (AMJ)months and

the JAS dry season months. In the northern part of the

domain, WRF-Noah overestimated precipitation for

both the AMJ and JAS seasons relative to the TRMM

precipitation fields. In the southern portion of the Am-

azon basin (,58S)WRF-Noah precipitation fields better

matched observed values. However, positive biases

were still evident, particularly in the wetter western

portion of the domain. WRF-Noah also reproduced the

large latitudinal gradient in precipitation that occurred

within our simulation domain, with typical northern

precipitation rates reaching values two orders of mag-

nitude larger than typical values found in the southern

portion. Finally, WRF-Noah appeared to overestimate

topographical precipitation in the Andes.

Over the simulated dry seasons, the areal mean pre-

cipitation rates and the areal mean standardized volu-

metric soil moisture (SVSM) for theWRF-Noah natural

vegetation scenarios clearly differentiated the pluvial,

normal, and drought years (Table 1). As has been shown

by previous studies, the precipitation anomalies during

these years were unique in that they were largely driven

by sea surface temperature in the North Atlantic, with

strongly positive AMO indices being indicative of

drought conditions in the Amazon and ENSO playing

a secondary role, unlike previous droughts in the region

(Marengo et al. 2011).

Comparing the spatial patterns of MCWD from

TRMM for our selected drought years of 2005 and 2010

revealed large differences in the drought epicenters and

magnitudes (Figs. 3i,l). Similar to the results shown in

Lewis et al. (2011), the observed drought epicenter in

2005 was located in the southwest Amazon basin. This

FIG. 2. Mean precipitation rates (mm month21) from (a),(c) AMJ and (b),(d) JAS from the potential vegetation

(top) WRF-Noah simulations and (bottom) TRMM observed precipitation data. Note that each increment in the

scale is 1.5 times the previous value.
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drought was limited in spatial extent, with much of

the eastern and northern domain experiencing normal

or wet conditions. The year 2010 was the more severe

drought year, with three major drought epicenters lo-

cated in the western, southern, and southeastern Ama-

zon basin. These patterns of drought were reproduced in

our WRF-Noah simulations (Figs. 3c,f), although the

epicenter of the 2005 simulated drought was to the

northwest of that observed using TRMM. For 2009 both

observed and simulated MCWD (Figs. 3e,k) exhibited

wet conditions across the southern Amazon, with sim-

ulatedMCWD slightly more localized and intense in the

eastern Amazon relative to observations. Finally, ob-

served MCWD in 2003 and 2007 (Figs. 3h,k) did not

exhibit any extreme conditions, with slightly dry condi-

tions persisting in 2007 and slightly wet conditions across

the domain in 2003. The WRF-Noah simulations for

these years similarly did not produce any extremes (Figs.

3a,d). However, the simulations developed slightly drier

than observed conditions in 2003 and wetter than ob-

served conditions in 2007.

Finally, we tested the model’s ability to reproduce

surface and boundary layer impacts of land use change

using the flux and radiosonde data from the paired

pasture/rain forest site in the southern Amazon basin

described in section 2c (starred location in Fig. 1). Using

the subset of simulation grid points that were converted

to pasture in our land use change simulations (i.e.,

fractional land use.0.5), we selected the point closest to

the observational site. Then, using the average of the

2003, 2004, 2005, 2007, 2009, and 2010 dry season model

simulations for this point, the changes in surface energy

fluxes and boundary layer height with land cover change

were compared to the average observed impacts of de-

forestation from the paired pasture/rain forest site. We

found the model reproduced the key shifts in the surface

energy balance and boundary layer height with defor-

estation. At the paired site deforestation caused the ob-

served midday net radiation to decrease by 102Wm22,

sensible heat flux to increase by 65Wm22, latent heat flux

to decrease by 179Wm22, and maximum boundary layer

height to increase by;570m. Similarly, at our simulated

point, the mean midday net radiation decreased by

56Wm22, sensible heat flux increased by 32Wm22, la-

tent heat flux decreased by 95Wm22, and the maximum

boundary layer height increased by ;70m. Combined

TABLE 1. Areal mean SVSM calculated from July to September for WRF-Noah potential vegetation simulations for the southern

Amazon basin. Also shown are WRF-Noah simulated mean precipitation rates (mm month21) for April–September for the southern

Amazon basin and the sign of the AMO and ENSO using Kaplan SST, version 2.

Year 2003 2004 2005 2007 2009 2010

WRF-Noah SVSM 20.04 0.51 20.65 0.32 0.58 20.69

WRF-Noah

precipitation rate

236.4 257.8 215.7 237.55 245.4 223.5

ENSO state Neutral Positive Neutral Slightly

negative

Transition negative

to positive

Transition positive

to negative

AMO state Slightly positive Slightly positive Very positive Neutral Negative Very positive

FIG. 3. Normalized MCWD calculated for April–September from WRF-Noah potential simulations including (top) deforestation and

(bottom) TRMM observations for (a),(g) 2003; (b),(h) 2004; (c),(i) 2005; (d),(j) 2007; (e),(k) 2009; and (f),(l) 2010.
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withWRF-Noah’s reproduction of the precipitation and

drought patterns, this information gives confidence to

the ability of WRF-Noah to simulate the impacts of

deforestation under varied rainfall regimes.

b. Impact of land use change on mean surface
fluxes and meteorological variables

The larger impacts from land cover change across all

April–September simulations occurred during JAS rel-

ative to AMJ (Table 2). Land cover change reduced

precipitation by 5.45% and ET by 4.61% over the entire

rain forest region during the dry season, but only 3.16%

and 1.94% during AMJ. Additionally, over the grid

points that had been converted to pasture, the difference

in ET was larger, with reductions of nearly 30% during

the JAS dry season but only 13.4% in AMJ. Along with

changes in net radiation and sensible heat flux, the

changes in ET forced alterations to the boundary layer

state and atmospheric stability. Over regions converted

to pasture, altered surface energy fluxes that resulted in

a dry season increased near-surface temperature (10.328C)
from increased sensible heating (111.44%), increased

lifting condensation level (15.66%), and decreased

near-surface specific humidity (24.10%).

The atmospheric and hydrological impacts of tropical

deforestation were not locally constrained to the im-

mediate regions of land cover change, but rather, were

spread across the region by the atmospheric circulation

(Fig. 4a). For the most part, changes in atmospheric

circulation from land cover change were small (Fig. 4b)

relative to changes in drought versus pluvial years (Fig.

4c). However, there was some evidence of increased

low-level convergence due to land cover change over the

epicenters of deforestation in the southern Amazon and

divergent flow near the Par�a and Maranh~ao states of

northeast Brazil. The changes from deforestation (Fig. 5)

in temperature at the lowest atmospheric model layer

(Fig. 5f) appeared to be largely constrained to the large

regions of land cover change in the southern Amazon.

However, the response of precipitable water (Fig. 5e)

and precipitation (Fig. 5d) to deforestation were more

diffusely spread across the domain. In the precipitation

field, there was evidence of drying along the southern

arc of deforestation and of strong drying in the north-

west corner of the domain. The remainder of the northern

portion of the domain appeared to experience an increase

in rainfall. The pattern of change for precipitable water

was more coherent. Along the arc of deforestation, pre-

cipitable water dropped because of reduced moisture

fluxes from the surface, and this reduction was advected

to the south and northwest by prevailing wind patterns

and the northerly low-level jet, which are strongly linked

to the South American convergence zone (Nobre et al.

2009).

c. Variation of land cover change impacts under
drought and pluvial conditions

In the 850-mb circulation patterns and moisture flux,

we found that drought years were characterized by re-

duced northeasterly onshore flow from the tropical At-

lantic Ocean in northeast Brazil (Fig. 4c). This pattern

extended south into the northern portion of theAmazon

basin. This reduced moisture availability for precip-

itation in recent drought years.

When we compared the impacts of land cover change

(Table 2) with the mean impacts of the precipitation

regimes, we found that the natural variation of rainfall

between drought and pluvial years dominated changes

over the entire region. However, on local scales, changes

from land use during the dry season were of the same

magnitude or larger than those from changes in precip-

itation regimes. However, in the natural environment,

changes from climatological rainfall variability and de-

forestation do not act independently of each other. In-

stead, changes in moisture, energy, and momentum from

deforestation feedback alter the patterns andmagnitudes

TABLE 2. Simulated mean difference of surface and meteorological variables due to deforestation for April–June and July–September

across all simulation years. Areal averages are taken over the entire Amazon rain forest region (columns 2 and 3), and only those points

are converted to pasture (columns 3 and 4). The percent changes are shown in parentheses.

Full Amazon rain forest region Region converted to pasture

April–June July–September April–June July–September

Precipitation rate (mm month21) 29.36 (23.16%) 29.47 (25.45%) 232.51 (216.27%) 225.72 (218.53%)

Sensible heat flux (Wm22) 20.758 (22.75%) 1.04 (12.30%) 20.14 (20.65%) 6.26 (111.44%)

ET (mm month21) 22.68 (21.94%) 25.95 (24.61%) 215.89 (213.42%) 228.37 (229.55%)

Net surface radiation (Wm22) 24.39 (22.45%) 24.82 (22.50%) 24.02 (22.48%) 210.11 (26.04%)

Boundary layer height (m) 26.21 (21.27%) 3.90 (1.62%) 25.95 (21.28%) 28.29 (14.25%)

2-m temperature (K) 20.10 10.036 20.033 10.32

2-m specific humidity (kg kg21) 25.74E-5 (20.41%) 21.50E-4 (21.04%) 21.84E-4 (21.30%) 24.67E-4 (24.10%)

Lifting condensation level (m) 24.49 (20.56%) 31.31 (12.31%) 7.08 (1.58%) 105.38 (15.66%)
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of precipitation associated with natural variability, and

it can be expected that a deforested region will re-

spond differently to drought conditions versus plu-

vial conditions.

The impacts of deforestation on precipitation, pre-

cipitable water, and low-level temperature (Figs. 5d–f)

were most extreme in the south-central and northwest

Amazon. This is the same location where precipitation

and precipitable water were strongly perturbed during

drought conditions. However, in the northwest Amazon

the rates of precipitation were extremely high during

JAS as a result of the northern position of the inter-

tropical convergence zone (Fig. 2). As a result, the

fractional impact of deforestation in the northwest

Amazon during JAS was very small. This indicates po-

tential positive feedbacks between drought and land

cover change in the southern Amazon near the arc of

deforestation. During the JAS dry season, we found the

impacts of land cover change over Amazon basin were

most extensive during the drought years relative to the

pluvial and normal years (Table 3). In the immediate

regions of land cover change, the differences between

deforestation impacts during pluvial and drought years

were larger.

In regions of land cover change, deforestation resulted

in a decrease of JAS mean precipitation of 17.08%

during pluvial years and 20.15% during drought years.

Similarly, during pluvial years, deforestation led to an

increase of sensible heat flux of 9.4% and an increase of

13.76% during drought years across regions of defor-

estation. Finally, deforestation locally caused mean la-

tent heat flux to decrease by 25.70% during pluvial years

and 32.84% during drought years. During AMJ, the

differences in impacts due to deforestation were mini-

mal between drought, normal, and pluvial years (not

shown).

Finally, averaging the volumetric soil moisture over

the tropical rain forest south of the equator and using it

as a proxy for drought magnitude, we found that land

cover change reduced mean volumetric soil moisture

in all years (Table 4). During pluvial years, the wet

conditions were decreased with land cover change and

drought conditions were increased. The mean change

from deforestation during the pluvial years of 2004 and

2009 was a reduction inmean volumetric soil moisture of

3.00%. During the 2003 and 2007 normal years, it was

reduced by 3.86%, and during the 2005 and 2010

drought years, the mean change was a reduction of

4.38%. These results suggest that land cover change

has likely contributed to the intensity of recent drought

events and that the impact of land cover change was

amplified during drought conditions in the southern

Amazon.

FIG. 4. (a) The JAS WRF-Noah simulated mean 850-mb mois-

ture flux (m s21 g kg21) (arrows) and mean 850-mb wind speed

(m s21) (shaded) averaged across all potential vegetation simula-

tions. (b) The simulated change in moisture flux and wind speed

with deforestation at 850mb averaged across all simulation years.

(c) The difference between mean drought and pluvial year mois-

ture flux and wind speed at 850mb from potential vegetation

simulations.
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FIG. 5. (left) Mean dry season difference in drought year relative to pluvial year and (right) mean changes from deforestation across all

simulation years of (a),(d) precipitation rate (mm month21); (b),(e) precipitable water (mm); and (c),(f) temperature of the bottom

atmospheric model level (K).
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d. Back-trajectory analysis of moisture from altered
land cover and moisture recycling over the
Amazon basin

Figure 6 shows where the water that evapotranspired

from grid points with observed land use fractions greater

than 0.05 fell as precipitation across the potential veg-

etation simulations. The sum of forward trajectories for

land use change points within our domain indicates that

nearly all of the moisture that evapotranspires from

points of deforestation within this region precipitated

over land, with the Andes acting as a barrier to moisture

flow (Fig. 6a). Additionally, while the most extreme

amounts of moisture precipitated in the northwest cor-

ner of the domain, relatively large amounts of terrestrial

evaporation from deforested regions did return to the

surface in the central and southern Amazon. A com-

parison of Fig. 6 and Fig. 2 suggests that in parts of the

southern Amazon, this terrestrial contribution repre-

sented more than half of the total simulated dry season

precipitation. Breaking the forward trajectories into

subcategories, we found where moisture from land use

points within the recycling region (RR), northwest land

use region (NW), south-central land use region (SC),

and eastern land use region (E) as defined in Figs. 6b–e

precipitated out of the atmosphere. While the majority

of the moisture from the NW region was locally re-

cycled, relatively large portions of the water vapor from

the SC and E regions were advected out of their re-

spective domains.

Differences in forward trajectory precipitation be-

tween drought and pluvial years for the potential vege-

tation simulations (Fig. 7) revealed that during drought

years, less moisture from regions of land cover change

rained out over the central Amazon and more pre-

cipitated in the northern portion of our domain. Several

factors contributed to this. First, points of land cover

change in the northern portion of the domain experi-

enced increased precipitation during drought years, as

shown in Fig. 5. This generally increased latent heat flux

over these points, increasing their contribution to the

northern precipitation events that had back trajectories

passing over them. Also, changes in circulation played

a role in increasing forward trajectory precipitation in

the northern portion of the domain and reducing it

elsewhere. This was evident in Fig. 7d, where forward

trajectories from the E region were reduced directly

westward of the region of deforestation but increased to

the north.

While changes in forward trajectory precipitation with

deforestation were smaller in magnitude compared to

changes from rainfall regimes, they had a negative pre-

cipitation impact over the entire domain, with the ex-

ception of the southeast portion where changes were

negligible (Fig. 8). This deforestation-induced precip-

itation reduction occurred over nearly the entire cen-

tral and western portion of domain east of the Andes.

Deforestation-induced precipitation reduction was also

evident throughout the southern Amazon basin drought

regions, as shown in Fig. 8a. Much of this reduction was

due to deforestation in the SC region (Fig. 8e), with

small contributions from deforestation in the EA region

(Fig. 8d). Deforestation in theNW region did not reduce

precipitation in the drought region (Fig. 8c).

Using QIBT analysis, we collected the total recycled

precipitation and total precipitation over the recycling

region (green box in Fig. 1) and calculated the recycling

ratio for JAS during drought and pluvial years using Eq.

(2). We found that the percentage of recycled water in

our recycling domain increased from 66.6% in JAS

during pluvial years to 73.9% in drought years. Ex-

tracting the recycling data fromAugust (themonthmost

strongly impacted by drought conditions) results in

precipitation recycling increasing from 70.9% in pluvial

TABLE 3. Simulated areal mean changes in surface and meteo-

rological variables from deforestation for July–September during

drought and pluvial years. Averages are taken over the entire

Amazon rain forest region.

July–September

Pluvial

years

Normal

years

Drought

years

D Precipitation rate 24.99% 25.58% 25.93%

D Sensible heat flux 1.48% 13.12% 14.28%

D ET 23.63% 24.65% 25.57%

D Net surface radiation 22.41% 22.48% 22.70%

D Boundary layer height 20.11% 1.86% 11.36%

D 2-m specific humidity 20.77% 23.21% 21.31%

D Lifting condensation level 11.29% 13.36% 13.94%

TABLE 4. Areal mean volumetric soil moisture (m3m23) for July–September for natural vegetation and deforestation scenarios. Also

shown is the percent change in volumetric soil moisture due to deforestation averaged over pluvial, normal, and drought years.

Year 2003 2004 2005 2007 2009 2010

Mean soil moisture natural vegetation scenario (m3m23) 0.303 0.307 0.294 0.305 0.320 0.286

Mean soil moisture deforestation scenario (m3m23) 0.290 0.297 0.282 0.294 0.311 0.273

Mean pluvial year difference Mean normal year difference Mean drought year difference

23.00% 23.86% 24.38%
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years to 83.3% during drought years. During the normal

simulated years, the percentage of recycled precip-

itation was between the pluvial and drought values, with

67.3% during JAS and 75.0% during August alone.

These increases in precipitation recycling were likely

a direct result of reduced onshore moisture flow from

theAtlantic Ocean (Fig. 4).With reducedmoisture from

the Atlantic Ocean more precipitation was the result of

convection condensing water that had been locally

evaporated from the land surface. This indicated in-

creased reliance on localmoisture sources for precipitation

during drought years and supported our hypothesis that

the impacts of land cover change were increased during

recent drought conditions in the Amazon basin. The

change in recycling ratio with deforestation was small in

these simulations, with uniform increases in recycling

FIG. 6. Dry season simulated mean forward trajectory precipitation (mm month21) from grid points with land

cover change greater than 0.05 in Fig. 1. Forward trajectory precipitation fields are shown for land cover change

points in the majority of (a) the domain, (b) the recycling region, (c) the NW region, (d) the E region, and (e) the SC

region (pink boxes). These trajectories represent the potential vegetation simulations and are averaged over all

simulation years.
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with deforestation of ;1%. This again suggested that

deforestation did not have extensive influence on cir-

culation patterns in the region for our simulations. In-

stead, the primary effect was a decrease in precipitable

water due to changes in surface latent heat fluxes. This

decrease in precipitable water led to less moisture being

available for precipitation at the deforested area’s pre-

cipitative sink but did not notably change its location.

4. Discussion

This study focused on the impacts of land cover

change and precipitation variability over the Amazon

basin. In particular, we tested how the impacts of

deforestation changed under recent varied rainfall

regimes. Drawing from our analysis, there were sev-

eral results that should be highlighted. First, while

FIG. 7. Dry season simulated mean difference between drought and pluvial forward trajectory precipitation

(mm month21) from grid points with land cover change greater than 0.05 in Fig. 1. Forward trajectory precipitation

anomalies are shown for land cover change points in the majority of (a) the domain, (b) the recycling region, (c) the

NW region, (d) theE region, and (e) the SC region (pink boxes). These trajectories represent the potential vegetation

simulations.
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large amounts of dry season moisture evapotranspired

from regions of deforestation were locally recycled,

portions were advected and fell as precipitation to the

south and in the center of the Amazon basin. Second,

while we did not find evidence of extensive shifted

spatial patterns of precipitation, deforestation re-

duced the magnitude of precipitation in the regions

mentioned above. Also, during drought years the

percentage of precipitation that was locally recycled

increased by 12.4% during August and 7.3% over the

entire dry season. This was partially due to reduced

advection of Atlantic moisture into the recycling re-

gion. Finally, we found current levels of deforestation

have the potential to enhance the magnitude of severe

drought. Coupled with increased precipitation recycling

in drought years, this represents a positive feedback

to reductions in precipitation associated with natural

variability.

FIG. 8. Dry season simulated impact of deforestation on forward trajectory precipitation (mmmonth21) from grid

points with land cover change greater than 0.05 in Fig. 1. Forward trajectory precipitation changes from deforestation

are shown for land cover change points in the majority of (a) the domain, (b) the recycling region, (c) the NW region,

(d) the E region, and (e) the SC region (pink boxes). These trajectories are averaged over all simulation years.
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The impact of deforestation on recent drought may

have implications for the potential of climate to in-

fluence biomass in the Amazon rain forest. While recent

work has suggested that the likelihood of climate-

induced large-scale dieback of the tropical rain forest is

low (Huntingford et al. 2013), there remains significant

concern on the impact of drought on short-term biomass

in the Amazon (Phillips et al. 2009; Lewis et al. 2011;

Toomey et al. 2011). One aspect that has been shown to

be an important contributor to future drought condi-

tions is the potential for an increased prevalence of

anomalously warm sea surface temperatures in the

North Atlantic similar to that which has been shown to

have a causal relationship to the 2005 and 2010 droughts

(Phillips et al. 2009). The tools used in this study are not

directly suitable for testing the impacts of deforestation

and drought on changing rain forest biomass because of

static vegetation and soil layers not reaching the exten-

sive depths that have been observed in rain forest

rooting profiles (Nepstad et al. 1994). Additionally, this

rooting limitation may be responsible for some under-

estimation of contrast between the natural vegetation

and deforestation scenarios. However, we have shown

that moisture recycling is increased and deforestation

has an increased influence on regional climate when

conditions like the 2005 and 2010 droughts exist. This

suggests realistic scenarios of land use change should be

included in simulations of climate impacts on biomass in

the Amazon rain forest.

The results of this work were found to be broadly

consistent with other multiyear seasonal mesoscale

studies ofWalker et al. (2009) andMedvigy et al. (2011).

While these studies had different goals and methodol-

ogy, in each study the largest impacts of deforestation on

regional hydrology were found in the dry season, and the

overall impact of deforestation was a reduction of pre-

cipitation. The impacts on precipitation were generally

less than those found in modeling studies using lower-

spatial-resolution general circulationmodels (D’Almeida

et al. 2007; Lee et al. 2011).However, whileMedvigy et al.

(2011) also found strong reductions in dry season pre-

cipitation in the northwestern Amazon, in the southeast

Amazon they found increases in precipitation due to

circulation changes in a region where very little changed

in our study. There are several potential explanations for

this difference, including differences inmodel physics and

resolution, as well as our absence of land cover change

outside the tropical rain forest region. Additionally, more

work could be done using a fully coupled climate model

to fully assess the statistical significance of these results.

This study represents one of the few high-resolution

seasonal studies of theAmazon region, but the relatively

small number of drought, normal, and pluvial years

analyzed inhibits valuable statistical tests. While this is

partially due to the computational costs associated with

increasing the number of years analyzed, more funda-

mentally, the droughts of 2005 and 2010 represent

unique conditions that were thought of as once-in-a-

century-level events and are not easily replicated using

historical boundary conditions. However, as discussed

above, the conditions that gave rise to the 2005 and 2010

droughts may be a harbinger of more common condi-

tions in the near future. While simulations of future

conditions are beyond this scope of this study and may

introduce additional uncertainty, such simulations could

allow for more realizations of extreme drought condi-

tions that can be analyzed more precisely for statistical

significance.

Additionally, our modeling approach was limited

by its reliance on reanalysis boundary conditions and

specified sea surface temperatures, parameters that could

change depending on the scale of land cover change. The

set boundary conditions limit the capability of the model

to simulate changes in circulation and fluxes of moisture

and energy near the edges of the domain. We mitigated

this somewhat by not using grid points within 100km of

the domain edge. Also, this study was restricted to the

April–September time frame, and the results might be

different if taken over the full October–September hy-

drological year. It would be interesting to similarly

test the impacts of deforestation on the wet season. We

would expect reduced impacts from deforestation dur-

ing that season because of smaller differences in surface

fluxes between pasture and rain forest. However, changes

in surface friction and soil moisture would still persist,

which could have regional influences on circulation and

precipitation. Finally, we did not test how land cover

change could influence seasonality, particularly the tim-

ing of the beginning and end of the dry season, which has

been identified as being important for fully quantifying

drought impacts.

5. Conclusions

Mesoscale model results for pluvial, normal, and

drought years over the first decade of the twenty-first

century suggest that variations associated with anoma-

lous Atlantic sea surface temperatures were the domi-

nant drivers of change in the Amazon basin. While the

degree to which anomalous Atlantic sea surface tem-

perature may be anthropogenically influenced is an

openly debated subject, it is clear the direct human im-

pact of deforestation has had an equal or greater impact

for areas where extensive land cover change occurred.

Our model analysis suggests a positive feedback be-

tween drought and land use for the Amazon basin. Our
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results also reinforced the notion that the impact of

deforestation is not limited to points of land cover

change but advected across the region by regional cir-

culation patterns.Much of themoisture evapotranspired

by regions of deforestation fell as precipitation over the

central and southern Amazon basin, which corre-

sponded to the regions of major drought in 2005 and 2010,

indicating potential feedbacks between deforestation and

drought conditions. Finally, during drought years, the

dry season recycling ratio increased by ;7% relative to

pluvial years, whilemoisture fluxes from oceanic sources

decreased. These results indicate that land–atmosphere

coupling of the hydrological cycle increased during

droughts in the region.

The results of this study suggest that land cover change

has the potential to increase the impact of droughts in

Amazon basin. This could have important consequences

spanning multiple disciplines including, but not limited

to, increased fire potential, reduced flow in the Amazon

River and its tributaries, crop yields, and the reduction

of carbon uptake by vegetation, all of which have been

shown to accompany reduced precipitation in the region.

Further testing and refinement of the conceptual frame-

work is essential to reducing uncertainty of the impact of

land use and drought on Amazon ecosystem services.
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